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Reciprocal Crossovers and a Positional Preference for Strand Exchange
in Recombination Events Resulting in Deletion or Duplication
of Chromosome 17p11.2
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Smith-Magenis syndrome (SMS) is caused by an ∼4-Mb heterozygous interstitial deletion on chromosome 17p11.2
in ∼80%–90% of affected patients. Three large (∼200 kb), complex, and highly homologous (∼98%) low-copy
repeats (LCRs) are located inside or flanking the SMS common deletion. These repeats, also known as “SMS-
REPs,” are termed “distal,” “middle,” and “proximal.” The directly oriented distal and proximal copies act as
substrates for nonallelic homologous recombination resulting in both the deletion associated with SMS and the
reciprocal duplication: dup(17)(p11.2p11.2). Using restriction enzyme cis-morphism analyses and direct sequencing,
we mapped the regions of strand exchange in 16 somatic-cell hybrids that harbor only the recombinant SMS-REP.
Our studies showed that the sites of crossovers were distributed throughout the region of homology between the
distal and proximal SMS-REPs. However, despite ∼170 kb of high homology, 50% of the recombinant junctions
occurred in a 12.0-kb region within the KER gene clusters. DNA sequencing of this hotspot (positional preference
for strand exchange) in seven recombinant SMS-REPs narrowed the crossovers to an ∼8-kb interval. Four of them
occurred in a 1,655-bp region rich in polymorphic nucleotides that could potentially reflect frequent gene conversion.
For further evaluation of the strand exchange frequency in patients with SMS, novel junction fragments from the
recombinant SMS-REPs were identified. As predicted by the reciprocal-recombination model, junction fragments
were also identified from this hotspot region in patients with dup(17)(p11.2p11.2), documenting reciprocity of the
positional preference for strand exchange. Several potential cis-acting recombination-promoting sequences were
identified within the hotspot. It is interesting that we found 2.1-kb AT-rich inverted repeats flanking the proximal
and middle KER gene clusters but not the distal one. The role of any or all of these in stimulating double-strand
breaks around this positional recombination hotspot remains to be explored.

Introduction

The term “genomic disorders” refers to a group of hu-
man genetic diseases caused by chromosome rearrange-
ments, including deletions, duplications, and inversions
(Lupski 1998, 2003). Susceptibility to these DNA re-
arrangements reflects genome architecture (Inoue and
Lupski 2002; Stankiewicz and Lupski 2002a, 2002b).
In many genomic disorders, the rearranged genomic seg-
ments are flanked by region-specific low-copy repeats
(LCRs) (also known as “segmental duplications” or “du-
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plicons”), and the rearrangements are mediated by non-
allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) that uses
the flanking LCRs as substrates—for example, Smith-Ma-
genis syndrome (SMS [MIM 182290]) (Chen et al. 1997);
DiGeorge syndrome (Edelmann et al. 1999; Shaikh et al.
2000); and Williams-Beuren syndrome (Peoples et al.
2000; Valero et al. 2000]).

SMS is a constellation of multiple congenital anom-
alies and mental retardation associated with an inter-
stitial deletion on chromosome 17p11.2. The incidence
of SMS is reported to be ∼1:25,000 births, which is
probably an underestimate, given the subtle clinical fea-
tures, particularly early in life (Greenberg et al. 1991).
Approximately 80%–90% of patients with SMS have
an ∼4-Mb heterozygous deletion, termed the “SMS
common deletion,” whereas the remainder of patients
have smaller or larger deletions (Greenberg et al. 1991;
Juyal et al. 1996b; Trask et al. 1996; Chen et al. 1997;
Bi et al. 2002; Stankiewicz et al. 2003; Potocki et al.,
in press). Very rarely, patients with SMS have no de-
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letions detected by FISH; mutations in the retinoic acid
inducible–1 gene (RAI1) were recently identified in three
such patients (Slager et al. 2003).

Physical mapping and DNA sequence–based analyses
indicated that the SMS common-deletion interval is
flanked by two highly homologous LCR gene clusters
that are termed “distal” (∼176 kb) and “proximal”
(∼256 kb) SMS repeats (SMS-REPs) (Chen et al. 1997;
Park et al. 2002). They share four homology segments
(sequence blocks A, B, C, and D), and the sum of these
high-sequence-similarity regions is ∼170 kb, with ho-
mology 198% (Park et al. 2002). Two large fragments
of ∼47 kb and ∼39 kb in the proximal SMS-REP are
absent in the distal copy. Another LCR, the middle SMS-
REP (∼241 kb) is inverted with reference to the prox-
imal and distal copies and is very similar in sequence
and structure to the proximal copy. The directly ori-
ented proximal and distal SMS-REPs act as substrates
for NAHR, resulting in both the SMS common deletion
and the reciprocal dup(17)(p11.2p11.2), the latter being
responsible for a genomic disorder distinct from SMS
(Chen et al. 1997; Potocki et al. 2000; Shaw et al. 2002).

Specific genome architectural features appear to be
preferred for homologous recombination between non-
allelic (i.e., paralogous) LCR copies. Analyses of recom-
binant breakpoints for rearrangements causing several
genomic disorders indicate that the majority of strand
exchanges occur in a restricted region within the LCRs
(i.e., a recombination hotspot [Kiyosawa et al. 1995;
Lopes et al. 1996; Reiter et al. 1996; Timmerman et al.
1997; Yamamoto et al. 1997; Han et al. 2000]). Char-
cot-Marie-Tooth type 1A (CMT1A) and hereditary neu-
ropathy with liability to pressure palsies (HNPP) are
two peripheral neuropathies resulting from DNA re-
arrangements that are the reciprocal products of NAHR
between the misaligned CMT1A-REP LCRs on chro-
mosome 17p12 (Pentao et al. 1992; Chance et al. 1994;
Reiter et al. 1996). Most of the CMT1A patients have
an ∼1.4-Mb duplication on chromosome 17p12 known
as the CMT1A duplication, and the majority of HNPP
patients have a reciprocal deletion of the same interval.
A 557-bp region, within the ∼24-kb CMT1A-REPs in
17p12, is responsible for ∼78% of crossover events in
CMT1A (Reiter et al. 1998). The frequency of unequal
crossovers between the proximal and distal CMT1A-
REPs is almost identical to that of the average equal
crossovers in the human genome, as determined by
sperm DNA analysis (Han et al. 2000). Given that the
CMT1A-REPs do not contain a genomic hotspot for
equal crossover (a conclusion based on a comparison
of genetic and physical maps [Inoue et al. 2001]), the
hotspot in the CMT1A-REP should be defined as a hot-
spot for positional preference, not for recombination
frequency (Han et al. 2000). Recently, “positional pref-

erence for recombination” (i.e., hotspots) were also
identified for two other microdeletion syndromes: neu-
rofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) and Williams-Beuren syn-
drome (WBS). The NF1 deletion was mediated by un-
equal crossover between two ∼85 kb NF1-REPs, in
which 46% of patients had recombination events
occurring in a 2-kb region (Jenne et al. 2001; López-
Correa et al. 2001). Studies of 74 patients with WBS
indicated that in 137% of patients, the deletion break-
points occurred in a 12-kb region that represented only
11.4% of the total sequence of homology blocks (Bayés
et al. 2003).

The SMS-REPs are much larger and more complex
than CMT1A-REPs and NF1-REPs (Park et al. 2002).
We sought to examine the products of recombination
in SMS-REPs and to determine whether there is also
positional preference for NAHR that results in SMS and
its reciprocal duplication syndrome. Through break-
point analysis in somatic-cell hybrids that retain only
the common deletion allele containing the recombi-
nant SMS-REP (and using patient genomic DNAs),
we have identified a positional hotspot in the KER
gene cluster. As anticipated, the positional recombi-
nation hotspot occurred in both del(17)(p11.2p11.2)
and dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) rearrangements.

Material and Methods

Subjects and Cell Lines

Patients with SMS who had common deletions and
patients with dup(17)(p11.2(p11.2) who had a recip-
rocal duplication were distinguished according to the
presence of an ∼1.1-Mb junction fragment in pulsed field
gel electrophoresis (PFGE) analysis (Chen et al. 1997)
and/or by use of a FISH-based assay (Stankiewicz et al.
2003), under a program approved by the institutional
review board of Baylor College of Medicine. Hybrids
that retain only the recombinant allele of chromosome
17 with the SMS common deletion used in this study
include: 254-1D, a human-mouse somatic hybrid (Guz-
zetta et al. 1992); 241-8D, 244-2D, 246-27D, 251-20D,
255-11D, 263-12D, 280-22D, 283-15D, 363-1D, 389-
11D, 420-7D, 424-5D, 429-6D, 468-5D, and 1361-10,
human-hamster somatic-cell hybrids (Guzzetta et al.
1992; Juyal et al. 1996a). The human-hamster somatic-
cell hybrid 484-2D is derived from a patient with SMS
who had a larger-than-average deletion, in which all
three SMS-REPs were deleted (Zori et al. 1993; Chen et
al. 1997).
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Table 1

Cis-Morphism Markers Used for Mapping the Regions of Strand Exchange

MARKER POSITIONa

PRIMER SEQUENCE
SMS-
REPb

RESTRICTION

ENZYME

SIZEc

(bp)

Forward Reverse Before After

A1 13,204 GCAGCTATGCCCCTGAGTAA TCCCACAATTTTACTGAAAGGTT Prox PvuII 248 150/98
A2 21,086 CCATTATGCCAAGCTAATGTGA TTGCTGAATGCTATGGATAAAAA Prox HindIII 253 169/84
A3 44,210 TGTGCAGGAGAGAAACGATG TTTCCAAGTTGCACAGAGTTGT Dist EcoRI 205 117/88
A4 79,621 CAAAGGCATGTCTCCATAATCA ACCCCACCCCCTACCTTT Dist 204
A5 97,890 TTGGCCATGCTCTCATTACA CTTGAAGCCCAGGCCAAAT Dist RsaI 204 116/88
A6 115,076 CCAGGTAAAGGCTCCCTCTT GAGCCTGAAGACAGCAAAGC Prox BanII 398 359/39
A7 115,508 GGAGAGAAATGCCATTATCCA ACGTCTTCAATGCGAGGTTC Prox RsaI 296 174/122
A8 118,670 CTGCTCAAAAGGCTGTGATG GGCTTCAGAGGTGTGGAAGA Dist HhaI 329 231/98
A9 119,774 CAAGTGAGTTTGGCAAATGCT GCAGAAGCAGGAAAGGTTTG Dist BanII 321 264/57
A10 122,078 GATACGACAGCTGGGGAAAG CTGAGGACTGAAAGCCAAGG Dist HhaI 290 170/80/40
A11 122,523 AAGGAGGGAGGGAACACCTA GTTGGGTGCTCTCCAAGTCT Dist BanII 289 223/66
AB1 139,367 CCAGGAAGCAGAGGTCAAAG TTGCTGTGGACTTTCAGACG Prox 180
AB2 164,945 CAAGATGAGACCACGCAATG ATAAGCAAGGGCTTCAGCAA Prox 200
C1 200,226 AGCAGCGGAGAGAGATTCCT GGATTAAGGGTGGAGGGAAG Dist HincII 398 323/75
C2 202,755 GACAGAGGCCCTACCTTGCT TGAGTGTGTCCGCTGTCCTA Dist BglI 528 268/260
CD1 209,751 TTGGAAGGGGATACAATCCA TGGTTTTAAAATGACCTGAGTGAA Prox 208
CD2 210,915 GGGCTCATGACCTCTGCTTA ACATATATGCAGCCCGGAAC Prox 139

a Nucleotide numbers correspond to the proximal SMS-REP (GenBank accession number BK001591). Only the number for marker A4
corresponds to the distal SMS-REP (GenBank accession number BK001589).

b The distal SMS-REP (Dist) and the proximal (Prox) SMS-REPs in which the corresponding restriction enzyme is unique or wherein PCR
amplification is specific.

c The sizes of PCR amplified fragments before and after restriction enzyme digestion.

Refining Recombinant Breakpoints in the SMS
Common Deletion

Restriction enzyme sites in the distal SMS-REPs were
mapped and compared with those in the proximal SMS-
REPs, using Sequencher 3.1 (Gene Codes), to identify
cis-morphisms (paralogous sequence variations [PSVs]),
to enable distinction between the copies. Primers for
PCR were designed to amplify the regions containing
restriction cis-morphism, using Primer 3. The amplified
products from somatic-cell hybrids were digested by re-
striction enzymes and were electrophoresed on a 2%
agarose gel. To define a more precise location for the
breakpoint within the KER gene cluster, DNA fragments
were amplified from the recombinant SMS-REPs and
sequenced. To avoid amplification outside the SMS-REP,
we used only those primers that did not amplify any
products from a control hybrid, 484-2D, deleted for all
three SMS-REPs. The eight primer pairs for specific am-
plification are as follows: Kerat1F, 5′- GACTAGGAA-
CCCTGGGGCTA-3′, and Kerat1R, 5′-TAAGCATCT-
TGGTGGCTGAG-3′; Kerat4F, 5′-GGGGTGAAGAG-
GGAAATGAT-3′, and Kerat4R, 5′-AGAATCACTGC-
AAGCCAAGG-3′; Kerat9F, 5′-CAAGTGCTAAGCCC-
CAAGAG-3′, and Kerat9R, 5′-TCAGGTCTGTCGGAC-
TCGTA-3′; Kerat11F, 5′-CTAAGCCCAGCAACCTT-
CAG-3′, and Kerat11R, 5′-CTCTTTGGTGAGGGC-
TCCTT-3′; Kerat12F, 5′-GGCCTGTTTGTTCCTGA-
CTC-3′, and Kerat12R, 5′-CTCCATCAAGGGCT-

CCTCT-3′; and Kerat13F, 5′-AAATGGGTTGCAAT-
GTCAGG-3′, and Kerat13R, 5′-TTCCCCCATCCT-
ATAGCTGA-3′. The primer sequences for Kerat16 and
Kerat14 correspond to those shown in table 1 for mark-
ers C1 and C2, respectively.

Sequencing of the Region of Unequal Crossover
in Hybrids

For sequencing the junction fragments, 25 pairs of
primers were designed throughout the hotspot in KER
gene clusters. A 16.3-kb or an 8.4-kb fragment amplified
from hybrids was used as template for the sequencing
of the junction fragment in hybrids. Primers for ampli-
fication of the 16.3-kb fragment were JP1F (5′-CCCCA-
GACTTACTCTTTATGCTGGTCTAAG-3′) and JP1R
(5′-CATAGTGACCAACTGTTACGGACAGACT-3′).
Primers for the 8.4-kb fragment were JP5F (5′-CATCTT-
CTCATACTGCTCACGCATCTCA-3′) and Kerat9R. A
50-ml PCR analysis was performed using 2.5 U TaKaRa
LA Taq (TAKARA Bio) with 1 # PCR buffer, 0.4 mM
dNTP, 10 pmol each primer, 1 ml DMSO, and 50 ng
DNA template. The PCR conditions were as follows:
98�C for 30 s, 32 cycles at 94�C for 1 min, 65�C for 20
s, and 68�C for 20 min, followed by 68�C for 10 min.
The PCR products were purified, using a Gel extraction
kit (Qiagen), and were then used as template in PCR
analyses with HotStarTaq (Qiagen), using the 25 pairs
of primers. For sequencing, 5 ml from 25-ml PCRs was
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treated with 2 ml of ExoSAP (USB Corp.) at 37�C for
15 min, and then ExoSAP was inactivated by heating at
80�C for 15 min. Sequencing was performed with an
ABI PRISM BigDye Terminators version 3.0 Cycle Se-
quencing Kit (PE Applied Biosystems).

Southern Blotting

DNA was isolated from peripheral blood samples, so-
matic hybrid cell lines, and Epstein-Barr virus–trans-
formed lymphoblastoid cell lines, using a Puregene kit
(Gentra Systems). BAC DNA was prepared using a
plasmid Midi kit with minor modification (Qiagen).
After digestion overnight with BamHI and SpeI, 7
mg genomic DNA or 10 ng BAC DNA was separated
by electrophoresis on a 0.5% agarose gel in 0.5 #
TBE buffer at 30 V. The DNA was transferred to a
Hybond-XL nylon membrane (Amersham) and was
hybridized to a DNA probe labeled by use of Rediprime
random priming (Amersham). The probe used for de-
tection of junction fragments in patients with SMS and
dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) is a fragment amplified from ge-
nomic DNA, using primers 5′-CGTCTTCACGTCCAG-
AAGGA-3′ and 5′-TGAGTGTGTCCGGTGTCCTA-3′.

Results

Refining SMS Deletion Breakpoint Intervals

The SMS-REPs are extremely large (∼200 kb) and
highly homologous (198%) LCRs (Park et al. 2002). In
addition, the presence of multiple SMS-REPs posed the
challenge of distinguishing the recombinant SMS-REP
on the rearranged chromosome from the three SMS-
REPs remaining on the normal nondeleted chromosome
17 homologue. To circumvent these difficulties, we in-
itiated our breakpoint analysis by using somatic-cell
hybrids that retain only the del(17)(p11.2p11.2) chro-
mosome, which effectively isolates the recombinant
SMS-REP from the other copies (Guzzetta et al. 1992;
Juyal et al. 1996a). We confirmed that the hybrids retain
only a single chromosome 17 homologue harboring the
SMS deletion; this was accomplished by performing PCR
aimed at identifying the presence of genes on chromo-
some 17 (PMP22 and GASTRIN) and the absence of
genes within the SMS common deletion (COPS3,
ALDH2A1, and PRPSAP2) (Bi et al. 2002). Sixteen se-
lected hybrids from patients with SMS who had the com-
mon ∼4-Mb deletions were used to refine the crossover.

Two unique sequence segments in the proximal SMS-
REP are absent in the distal copy. One of them, an ∼47-
kb region between homology blocks A and B, contains
pseudogenes NOS2, LGALS9, and MIP; and the second,
an ∼39-kb interval between blocks C and D, harbors
DKFZp434O047 and USP6 (fig. 1). To determine wheth-
er the crossovers occurred centromeric or telomeric to

these segments, hybrids were subjected to PCR with two
pairs of primers specific for each region. Among the 16
hybrids examined for recombinant breakpoints, eight
strand exchanges occurred within block C, which con-
tains the KER gene cluster, whereas seven were mapped
telomeric to the ∼47-kb region, which is potentially
within block A. One breakpoint (255-11D) was located
centromeric to the ∼39-kb unique sequence region be-
tween blocks C and D (fig. 1).

Further refinement of breakpoints required distinc-
tions between the distal and proximal SMS-REP se-
quences within homology segments (Lupski 2003). To
determine from which substrate copy (proximal or dis-
tal) the site within recombinant SMS-REP was derived,
we used a PCR–restriction-enzyme-digestion assay based
on cis-morphisms, namely, restriction sites present in the
distal SMS-REP but absent in the proximal copy or vice
versa (table 1). Eleven primer pairs (A1–A11) were im-
plemented for the block A homology segment. This anal-
ysis revealed that crossovers occurred throughout the
entirety of block A. It is remarkable that the recombinant
SMS-REPs from three hybrids (254-1D, 246-27D, and
389-11D) had their strand exchanges in a 1.1-kb region
within the NOS2A pseudogene, which represents only
0.6% of the 170-kb homology (fig. 1). The 1.1-kb po-
tential recombination hotspot is within block A and is
only 3.6 kb from the boundary between block A and
the ∼47-kb proximal unique sequence.

The same approach was difficult to apply to the block
C homology segment that contains the KER gene cluster,
because paralogous copies of this region are also located
outside the SMS interval (Park et al. 2002). To avoid the
coamplification of KER sequences from regions other
than the SMS-REPs, we used hybrid 484-2D, which was
deleted for the 17p11.2-p12 region (Zori et al. 1993;
Chen et al. 1997), as a control for the specificity of am-
plification. Primers for PCR were designed throughout
the KER gene clusters, and eight primer pairs that yielded
SMS-REP–specific amplification were used to refine the
crossover events within block C. DNA sequences of the
products amplified from the recombinant SMS-REP re-
vealed that each of the eight strand-exchange events in
block C occurred centromeric to one cis-morphic nu-
cleotide at position 154,075 bp in the distal SMS-REP
(GenBank accession number BK001589), located 12.0 kb
away from the boundary (166,092 bp in the distal SMS-
REP) between block C and the ∼39-kb proximal unique
sequence (fig. 1). Thus, half the hybrids (8 of 16) have
their deletion-associated recombinant breakpoints within
a 12.0-kb region in the KER gene cluster.

Sequence Analysis of the Crossover Breakpoints
in Hybrids

DNA sequencing was applied for the precise deter-
mination of the sites of strand exchange in the 12.0-kb
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Figure 1 Refining the regions of unequal crossover in somatic-cell hybrids. Top, the genomic structures of SMS-REPs, with the distal and
proximal copies in direct orientation, telomere (tel) (left) and centromere (cen) (right). Shown above each SMS-REP copy are the pseudogenes
(unblackened horizontal rectangles) and the direction of transcription (arrows). Shown below the SMS-REPs are the homology segments. As
described elsewhere (Park et al. 2002), the A, B, C, and D sequence blocks have 198% identity between the distal (unblackened rectangles)
and the proximal (hatched rectangles) SMS-REP. Two segments (horizontal brackets) in the proximal SMS-REP (∼47 kb between blocks A and
B, and ∼39 kb between blocks C and D) are absent in the distal copy. Bottom, regions of strand exchange within the recombinant SMS-REP
of the deletion chromosome isolated in hybrids. Restriction cis-morphism markers enabling distinction between the distal and proximal SMS-
REP copies are indicated (circles), with their positions corresponding to the proximal SMS-REP at the top of the figure. Some sites in the
recombinant SMS-REP were derived from the distal SMS-REP (unblackened circles), and others were derived from the proximal copy (hatched
circles). For each somatic-cell hybrid, the region of strand exchange within the recombinant SMS-REP and its size are indicated (blackened
horizontal bar). The recombination event in hybrid 255-11D is centromeric to the CLP region (D) in the distal SMS-REP.

region within which 50% of the crossovers occurred.
To avoid the coamplification of paralogous genomic
regions, we first generated a 16.3-kb or an 8.4-kb PCR
product that specifically encompassed the recombination
junction fragments. Twenty-five primer pairs were then
applied for subsequent PCR and DNA sequencing.

Nucleotide differences between the proximal and dis-
tal SMS-REPs were determined on the basis of the pub-
lished sequences, and the DNA sequences from the re-
combinant SMS-REPs were compared, to identify the
transition from “distal-like” to “proximal-like,” thereby
mapping the location where the strand exchange oc-
curred (fig. 2). Within the 8.7-kb region analyzed, there
were 80 nucleotide differences between the proximal
SMS-REP and distal SMS-REP that could potentially be

used to determine the region of exchange in the recom-
binant SMS-REP from the hybrids. However, 16 sites
that differ between the two published clones for the dis-
tal and proximal SMS-REPs turned out not to be cis-
morphisms, and 25 sites appeared to be polymorphic,
as determined by different nucleotides found at an allelic
position when recombinant SMS-REPs were sequenced
from at least six different hybrids. Therefore, the lat-
ter sites were not used for mapping strand-exchange
events. The remaining 39 sites, including one site that
was the same in the published clones, represented true
cis-morphisms and were thus valuable for mapping
crossovers.

Seven strand exchanges within the KER gene cluster
occurred in four intervals in an ∼8-kb region (bp
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Figure 2 Sites of strand exchanges in recombinant SMS-REPs in somatic-cell hybrids. Top, the nucleotide differences between the proximal
and distal SMS-REPs. The positions of the first and the last nucleotide difference in the 8.7-kb recombinant region of both proximal and distal
SMS-REP copies are shown (see text for details). The absence of the corresponding nucleotide is denoted by a vertical dotted line. A total of
39 differences in DNA sequence (uppercase letters) between proximal and distal copies of SMS-REP were used for mapping the sites of strand
exchange. These represent PSVs, also known as “cis-morphisms” (Lupski 2003), between proximal and distal copies and thus enable distinctions
between the copies. Twenty-five sites are polymorphic (lowercase letters) and thus noninformative (small shaded circle) for mapping recombinants.
The recombinant SMS-REP of each individual hybrid (horizontal line) is shown, with the hybrid number given at left. The DNA sequence
differences between the distal and proximal SMS-REP are represented by circles for ease of analysis; white circles denote matches to the distal
SMS-REP, and hatched circles denote matches to the proximal SMS-REP. The cis-morphic restriction site (BamHI) used for the identification
of novel junction fragments and its genomic position (in parentheses) in the distal SMS-REP are indicated. regions of strand exchange in each
hybrid are highlighted using a thick black line. The dotted square on the recombinant chromosome from 283-15D reveals an apparent gene-
conversion event. Vertical dotted lines demarcate regions of increased polymorphic variation, potentially occurring because of gene conversion
accompany crossovers, that overlap with a positional preference for unequal crossovers. Bottom, summary of regions of strand exchange in
each hybrid (blackened rectangles), with the nucleotide length given above. The genomic sequence positions of these strand exchange regions
are marked below according to the nucleotide numbers in the distal SMS-REP.

155,350–163,187 in the distal SMS-REP) (fig. 2). Four
of them (241D-4D, 244-2D, 280-22D, and 283-15D)
were mapped in a 1,655-bp region that harbored 12
polymorphic bases. Sequencing comparison between the
distal and proximal SMS-REPs indicated that there were
only three 1200-bp stretches of perfect sequence identity
in the 1,655-bp region. However, one nucleotide differ-
ence that was located between a 240-bp and a 164-bp
stretch of perfect identity was actually not a cis-morph-
ism in all the sequenced hybrids, resulting in 404 bp of
perfect identity. One nucleotide difference (363-1D) was
located in a 2,234-bp interval with six polymorphic nu-

cleotides. Recombination breakpoints for 468-5D and
1361-10 were mapped in 62-bp and 218-bp intervals,
respectively. A gene-conversion event adjacent to the
crossover site was detected in the recombinant SMS-REP
from one hybrid (283-15D) (fig. 2).

Identification of Novel Junction Fragments

To verify whether the majority of strand exchanges oc-
curred in the 12.0-kb region, as indicated by the recom-
binant studies in the SMS hybrids, we attempted genomic
Southern analysis to detect novel junction fragments from
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Figure 3 Junction fragments identified in patients with SMS and dup(17)(p11.2p11.2). A, sequence prediction of novel junction fragments
from recombinant SMS-REPs. Portions of the KER gene cluster of distal (dist) and proximal (prox) SMS-REPs are shown with the horizontal
dotted and hatched rectangles depicting homology segments. A 9.7-kb fragment from the distal SMS-REP and an 11.5-kb fragment from the
proximal SMS-REP are predicted when genomic DNA is double-digested with BamHI and SpeI and hybridized with a 906-bp probe (short
horizontal bar). In addition, a 6.9-kb junction fragment from patients with the SMS deletion and a 14.5-kb junction fragment in its reciprocal
duplication from patients with dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) are predicted. B, DNA samples from patients (468 and 244) and del(17)p11.2 retaining
hybrids were digested with BamHI and SpeI. A predicted 6.9-kb novel junction fragment band was observed in patient 468 and in hybrids
363-1D and 468-5D. Hybrid 255-11D had only the band from the distal SMS-REP, whereas hybrids 254-1D, 280-22D, 251-20D, and 244-
2D had the band from the proximal SMS-REP. C, The 6.9-kb novel junction fragment cosegregates with the SMS phenotype. Only the affected
individuals (blackened symbols) and neither parent (in the case of families) had the novel 6.9-kb junction fragment. The three control lanes
contain BAC DNA and indicate that the 9.7-kb band was from the distal (RP11-219A15) SMS-REP, whereas both the middle (RP11-158M20)
and proximal (RP11-434D2) SMS-REPs generated an 11.5-kb band. D, Identification of a novel junction fragment in patients with
dup(17)(p11.2p11.2). DNA samples from three families were digested with BamHI and Spe1. A 14.5-kb novel junction fragment was observed
only in patients, not in their unaffected family members. Note an ∼16-kb band is nonspecific to SMS-REPs.

the recombinant SMS-REPs in patients. DNA sequence
analysis predicted a unique BamHI site within the 12.0-
kb region of the distal SMS-REP and a SpeI site adjacent
and centromeric to the 12.0-kb region and within the ∼39-
kb unique sequence interval specific to the proximal and
middle SMS-REPs (between homology blocks C and D)
(fig. 3A). We observed a predicted 6.9-kb novel junction
fragment from the recombinant chromosomes in hybrids
363-1D and 468-5D (fig. 3B), confirming the interpre-
tation of the recombinant SMS-REP DNA sequencing
studies (fig. 2). As anticipated, these two hybrids had no

bands from the distal, middle, or proximal SMS-REPs,
because they retained only the recombinant chromosome
17. Hybrids 254-1D, 280-22D, 251-20D, and 244-2D
revealed only the 11.5-kb fragment from the distal SMS-
REP (fig. 3B), indicating that the recombination events
occurred telomeric to the BamHI site that is unique to
the distal SMS-REP. These data were consistent with our
breakpoint results, which were determined by restriction
enzyme cis-morphism analyses and direct sequencing. Hy-
brid 255-11D had only the 9.7-kb fragment from the
distal SMS-REP (fig. 3B), indicating that the strand-
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exchange event occurred centromeric to the SpeI site
unique to the proximal SMS-REP (fig. 1). Further analysis
revealed that, although patient 255 is considered to carry
a common deletion (because of the presence of the ∼1.1-
Mb junction fragment in PFGE), the unequal crossover
event actually occurred outside of SMS-REP, in an ∼33-
kb repeat termed “LCR17pF” (Stankiewicz et al. 2003),
which was ∼130 kb centromeric to the defined distal SMS-
REP (data not shown).

By use of genomic Southern analysis of 27 patients
who had SMS with common deletions, we identified the
junction fragment in 4 patients: 429, 468, 568, and 664
(fig. 3C). The combined results from analysis of patient
and/or hybrid samples indicated that the strand ex-
changes resulting in the common deletion occurred within
the ∼6.9-kb region in ∼15% (5/34) of the patients with
SMS. The novel junction fragment was specific to the de
novo SMS deletion, because it was observed in patients
429 and 468, but not in their parents (fig. 3C). The lack
of a proximal SMS-REP–specific endonuclease restriction
site in the recombinant hotspot telomeric to the distal
SMS-REP–specific BamHI site precludes genomic South-
ern analysis detection of a novel junction fragment for
crossovers in this region.

Reciprocal Recombination in SMS-REP Resulting
in Duplication

The reciprocal product of the SMS deletion—
dup(17)(p11.2p11.2)—was identified recently by FISH
and PFGE analyses that showed the presence of an ∼1.1-
Mb junction fragment (Potocki et al. 2000). If the du-
plication results from the reciprocal recombination in
these patients with dup(17)(p11.2p11.2), and the strand
exchange occurs within the 12.0-kb interval in the KER
gene cluster, a 14.5-kb junction fragment is predicted
to be found when genomic DNA from patients with
dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) is double digested with BamHI and
SpeI (fig. 3A). This predicted junction fragment was in-
deed observed in 3 of 13 dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) patients
analyzed (fig. 3D). In one family, the 14.5-kb junction
fragment was present in patient 1364 but absent in his
mother and three of his siblings (fig. 3D). Although data
from his father were not available, marker genotype stud-
ies indicated that both of his father’s alleles were inde-
pendently transmitted to the unaffected siblings (Shaw
et al. 2002). Moreover, the duplication of 17p11.2-p11.2
in this patient resulted from a maternal intrachromo-
somal recombination (Shaw et al. 2002). Therefore, the
de novo junction fragment was associated with the
dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) syndrome in this family. In conclu-
sion, 23% of strand exchanges resulting in reciprocal du-
plication of chromosome 17 band p11.2 occurred within
the same 12.0-kb hotspot region identified in our hybrid
analysis of del(17)(p11.2p11.2) chromosomes.

Sequence Analysis of the Crossovers

DNA sequence analysis in the few genomic disorders
studied to date suggest that strand exchange occurs pref-
erentially in regions of perfect identity (1300–500-bp)
within LCR sequence and that minimal efficient pro-
cessing segments (MEPS) appear to be required for ho-
mologous recombination (Vnencak-Jones and Phillips
1990; Reiter et al. 1998; López-Correa et al. 2001). To
examine the correlation between the positional hotspot
and the regions of perfect identity, we performed a DNA
sequence comparison between the distal and proximal
SMS-REPs. As illustrated in figure 4, regions of perfect
identity (1200 bp) were present throughout the 170-kb
homology. The longest stretch of perfect sequence iden-
tity was 754 bp within the KIAA0565 pseudogene in
block A. The 1.1-kb potential hotspot region contained
501 bp of perfect sequence identity (fig. 4). Fourteen
fragments of perfect identity sequences that were 200–
300 bp and four fragments 1300 bp were located in the
12.0-kb hotspot interval (fig. 4). Remarkably, there were
no 1300-bp perfect stretches in the 1,655-bp region
where four breakpoints were mapped (figs. 3 and 4).

The average GC content of both the distal and prox-
imal SMS-REPs is ∼45%, whereas that of the 12.0-kb
hotspot is ∼57%. Similarly, the 2-kb positional hotspot
for NF1 has a GC content 12% higher than the average
of the NF1REPs (∼50%) (López-Correa et al. 2001).
However, the GC content of the 1.1-kb hotspot is the
same as the average.

A search for sequences stimulating recombination
(Badge et al. 2000) within the ∼170-kb homology regions
between the distal and proximal SMS-REPs identified
three human minisatellite core sequences (5′-GGGCAG-
GARG-3′), one hypervariable minisatellite (5′-GGAGG-
TGGGCAGGARG-3′), and 11 x elements from Esche-
richia coli (5′-GCTGGTGG-3′) (fig. 4). All of these
elements, except one minisatellite core sequence and two
x sites, were located within block C. One minisatellite
core sequence and two x sites were located inside the
1,655-bp breakpoint (fig. 4). No recombination-prone se-
quences were identified in or around the 1.1-kb hotspot
in block A, except for a single human minisatellite core
sequence located 6.6 kb centromeric within block B (fig.
4). The latter sequence was specific to the distal SMS-
REP copy.

Inverted Repeats Flank the KER Gene Clusters
in the Proximal SMS-REP

Analysis of the sequence of SMS-REPs by the program
Dotter and by pairwise BLAST showed that a 2.1-kb
inverted repeat flanks homology blocks B and C in the
proximal and middle SMS-REPs, but not in the distal
copy (fig. 5). One repeat was adjacent and telomeric
to the block B homology region. The other repeat
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Figure 4 Distribution of sequence blocks with perfect identity between the distal and proximal SMS-REPs. Regions with 200–300 bp
perfect identity (shaded blocks) and regions with 1300 bp perfect identity (blackened blocks) are shown with the size of identity in base pairs.
The four homology blocks between the distal and proximal SMS-REPs are denoted as blocks A (red), B (black), C (yellow), and D (green).
The two unequal crossover preferential sites are delineated by horizontal double-end arrows, with the occurrence rate and size indicated. One
of them is a 12-kb region at the centromeric end of the homology block C, where 50% (8/16) of strand exchanges occurred. By use of both
hybrid analyses and Southern blotting, 15% (5/34) exchanges were mapped in an ∼6.9-kb interval. The 1,655-bp region within the 12-kb
hotspot is responsible for four strand exchanges among 16 hybrids. Another hotspot is an ∼1.1-kb region at the centromeric end of the homology
block A that accounts for 19% (3/16) of the unequal crossovers. The locations of x sites (blue arrows), human minisatellite core sequences
(black arrows), and a human hypervariable minisatellite (purple arrow) are indicated.

centromeric to the block C was separated from the ho-
mology region, with a 91-bp segment that shares 98%
homology with a segment within the inverted repeat and
an additional 17 nt, including 4 continuous adenines (fig.
5). The 4 adenines were within a tract of 19 continuous
adenines, of which 15 were located within block C, the
homologous region between the distal and proximal
SMS-REPs. The latter repeat was in greater proximity
to the hotspot for strand exchange; the tract of 19 con-
tinuous adenines may be more susceptible to double-
strand breaks. The inverted repeat was AT rich (37.8%
GC content). Within each repeat, there was an internal
646-bp inverted repeat, which, according to the DNA
secondary structure prediction program MFold, may en-
able each repeat to form a hairpin structure.

Discussion

Positional Recombination Hotspots in the SMS-REP

We have identified a 12-kb positional hotspot for
strand exchange during NAHR between the proximal

and distal SMS-REPs. Through hybrid analysis and iden-
tification of novel junction fragments, we demonstrated
that the 12.0-kb hotspot within the KER gene cluster is
a preferential recombination site for the unequal cross-
over events resulting in both the SMS deletion (50%)
and duplication in dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) (123%) pa-
tients. A relative-risk calculation indicates that, for SMS,
the strand exchange event occurs in this 12-kb region
with a preference of 13:1 over the remaining ∼158 kb
of homology. Positional recombination hotspots have
been identified in DNA rearrangements responsible for
each of the genomic disorders studied at the nucleotide
sequence level (Reiter et al. 1998; López-Correa et al.
2001; Bayés et al. 2003). Our data show that SMS is
another genomic disorder that has a positional recom-
bination hotspot. The existence of a preferential site for
NAHR in each of these genomic disorders suggests that
there are specific sequences or structural features, in or
around the positional hotspot, that promote strand ex-
changes in this hotspot region. It is interesting that mul-
tiple polymorphic variations were documented within a
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Figure 5 Repeats flanking the KER gene cluster. A, The 2.1-kb AT-rich (38% GC) inverted repeats (black arrows) with 98% homology
flank the sequence blocks B and C, including the KER gene cluster, in both the proximal and the middle SMS-REPs, but not in the distal SMS-
REP. Note that the sizes of the homology blocks and the flanking inverted repeats are not drawn to scale. Within the inverted repeat, there are
646-bp internal inverted repeats with 93% homology (blue arrows). One repeat centromeric to the block C is separated from block C with a
91-bp segment (brown arrows) that shares 98% homology with a segment within the inverted repeat and 17 additional nucleotides, including
4 adenines (indicated as A4N13). The 4 adenines are within a tract of 19 continuous adenines, in which 15 are located within block C, the
homologous region between the distal and proximal SMS-REPs. B, Each of the inverted repeats can theoretically form hairpin structures as
indicated. The 12-kb hotspot region is adjacent to the inverted repeat centromeric to the block C. The long adenine tract and the hairpin
structures may be more sensitive to DSBs, which might serve as the initiation event for NAHR.

couple of these positions (e.g., 1,655 bp and 2,234 bp)
for preference of strand exchanges. This observation
suggests the possibility that positional preference for
equal exchange (i.e., allelic homologous recombination),
as evidenced by gene conversion yielding frequent poly-
morphism, may overlap with positional preference for
unequal strand exchange that accompanies NAHR.

Patients with dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) harbor a reciprocal
duplication of the same region deleted in patients with
SMS. According to the reciprocal-recombination model,
every deletion mediated by NAHR between LCRs has a
reciprocal duplication of the same region deleted. One
such well-studied event is the unequal crossover between
CMT1A-REPs that results in two reciprocal products, the
CMT1A duplication and HNPP deletion (Chance et al.
1994). Strand-exchange events in both CMT1A and
HNPP preferentially occur in an ∼1.7-kb positional re-
combination hotspot in CMT1A-REP identified through
detection of novel junction fragments (Reiter et al.

1996). Similarly, our results indicated that the deletion
in patients with SMS and the duplication in patients with
dup(17)(p11.2p11.2) shared the same 12.0-kb positional
hotspot in the SMS-REP. Thus, it is highly likely that all
microdeletion syndromes that result from NAHR between
flanking LCRs have reciprocal microduplication syn-
dromes, given the reciprocity of the strand exchange that
results in both deletion and duplication rearrangements.
Correlating a specific phenotype with a predicted micro-
duplication remains a challenge for human and medical
geneticists.

In addition to the 12.0-kb positional hotspot, we iden-
tified a 1.1-kb region that accounts for ∼19% (3/16) of
unequal crossover events that result in SMS deletion. It
is of interest that both the 12.0-kb hotspot and the 1.1-
kb hotspot were adjacent to the boundary between
homology and nonhomology sequences. This finding sug-
gests that the homology sequences adjacent to nonhom-
ology regions may be more vulnerable to either DSBs or
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resolution of Holliday junctions than is the sequence em-
bedded inside the homology sequences.

Requirements for Efficient Homologous Recombination

The factors that promote the preferential occurrence
of unequal crossover events in the positional recombi-
nation hotspots during NAHR are still unknown. Direct
sequencing of recombination junction fragments sug-
gests that a certain length of perfect identity (300–500
bp) or a MEPS in humans may be required for an ef-
ficient NAHR (Reiter et al. 1998; López-Correa et al.
2001). Our sequencing of the junctions in the recom-
binant SMS-REPs supports this observation. There is a
501-bp stretch of perfect identity present in the 1.1-kb
hotspot and four stretches of identity 1300 bp in the 12-
kb hotspot. A 404-bp stretch of perfect identity was
present in the 1,655-bp region that was responsible for
four strand-exchange events among 16 hybrids (fig. 2).
Moreover, polymorphic nucleotides were abundant in
this region (fig. 2), which may provide better sequence
identity between misaligned SMS-REPs.

Recombination-promoting sequences have been shown
to stimulate homologous recombination in different spe-
cies. Human minisatellite core sequences stimulate ho-
mologous recombination in human cells (Jeffreys et al.
1985; Wahls et al. 1990). x elements stimulate recom-
bination in E. coli (Smith 1997). Five human minisatellite-
like sequence clusters and one x element have been iden-
tified within the ∼741-bp hotspot in CMT1A-REP
(Lopes et al. 1998). In addition, one x element was also
identified in the NF1 recombination hotspot (López-
Correa et al. 2001). Within the 12-kb hotspot, in both
distal and proximal SMS-REPs, we identified a human
minisatellite core sequence and four x elements. One
minisatellite core sequence was located ∼6.6 kb from the
1.1-kb hotspot. However, the involvement of any po-
tential cis-acting, recombination-promoting elements in
NAHR-mediated genomic disorders remains to be ex-
perimentally demonstrated.

Complex Genome Architecture May Stimulate
Recombination

LCRs play an important role in human genomic dis-
orders. The majority of human genomic disorders occur
in LCR-rich regions; these paralogous regions serve as
substrates for NAHR (Stankiewicz and Lupski 2002a).
Some DNA rearrangements are mediated by nonhom-
ologous recombination initiated by DNA breakage and
followed by reunion of DNA segments (Roth et al. 1985;
Karran 2000). Several lines of evidence suggest that
LCRs may also be involved in nonhomologous recom-
bination. Recently, inverted LCRs were identified adja-
cent to the region in which nonhomologous recombina-
tion occurred. In two families with Pelizaeus-Merzbacher

disease, the PLP1 gene was deleted, and no homologous
sequences flanked the breakpoints (Inoue et al. 2002).
Close to the PLP1 gene, two LCRs were identified that
share 99.3% homology for 120 kb. The breakpoints
for isodicentric chromosome idic(17)(p11) found in
malignancies (e.g., leukemia and medulloblastoma) were
mapped within the SMS region to a single BAC that con-
sists entirely of a complex LCR with large palindromes
(Gao et al. 1997; Fioretos et al. 1999; Barbouti et al. in
press).

Long inverted repeats (LIR) in which the repeat unit
is 1100 bp promote genetic instability by forming hair-
pin structures and stimulating deletions and recombi-
nation in yeast and mammals (Gordenin and Resnick
1998). Two 1.0-kb inverted repeats stimulated inter-
chromosomal homologous recombination by 17,000-
fold in yeast (Lobachev et al. 1998). An LIR composed
of two 1.1-kb URA3 sequences separated by a 200-bp
spacer sequence stimulated a ∼5-fold increase in intra-
chromosomal homologous recombination in mamma-
lian cells (Waldman et al. 1999). Breakpoints of deletions
stimulated by LIRs were within or adjacent to the LIRs
(Gordenin et al. 1993). In addition, palindromic AT-rich
repeats have been suggested to promote DSB that led to
nonhomologous recombination events associated with
genomic disorders such as the constitutional t(11;22)
translocation (Edelmann et al. 2001; Kurahashi and
Emanuel 2001).

We identified a 2.1-kb inverted repeat, flanking the
∼34-kb KER gene clusters in which the 12-kb hotspot
was located. The inverted repeat was located in the prox-
imal and middle SMS-REPs, but not in the distal SMS-
REP and may be involved in the evolution of blocks B
and C in the SMS-REPs from their progenitor (Park et
al. 2002). It is of interest that internal 646-bp repeats
were present in the 2.1-kb inverted repeats, suggesting
that the 2.1-kb repeat may be able to form a hairpin
structure like an LIR. One copy of the 2.1-kb inverted
repeats was adjacent and centromeric to the 12-kb hot-
spot that contains several stretches of 1300 bp perfect
identity. We speculate that the hairpin structure formed
by the inverted repeat and its adjacent long adenine tract
are more sensitive to DSBs, which might serve as the
initiation event for homologous recombination. The ho-
mologous sequences close to the inverted repeat enable
pairing between either allelic or nonallelic SMS-REP
copies. When strand-exchange events occur between the
latter, the resultant products are deletion/duplication re-
arrangements. Alternatively, positional preference for
strand exchange during homologous recombination may
reflect chromosome environment or other trans-acting
factors that remain to be identified.

In summary, we have identified a 12-kb positional
recombination hotspot in SMS-REP, which accounts for
half of the strand exchange events that occurred in the
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∼170-kb homology between SMS-REPs. This positional
preference for crossovers in SMS-REP is associated
with events that lead to either del(17)(p11.2p11.2)
or dup(17)(p11.2p11.2). The stimulation of cross-
over events in the hotspot by the inverted repeats flank-
ing the preferential region for strand exchange needs to
be further investigated.
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